This paper provides a brief overview of the most common dating techniques applied in palaeoclimate and palaeoenvironmental studies including four radiometric and isotopic dating methods (radiocarbon, 230 Th disequilibrium, luminescence, cosmogenic nuclides) and two incremental methods based on layer counting (ice layer, varves). For each method, concise background information about the fundamental principles and methodological approaches is provided. We concentrate on the time interval of focus for the INTIMATE (Integrating Ice core, MArine and TErrestrial records) community (60e8 ka). This dating guide addresses palaeoclimatologists who aim at interpretation of their often regional and local proxy time series in a wider spatial context and, therefore, have to rely on correlation with proxy records obtained from different archives from various regions. For this reason, we especially emphasise scientific approaches for harmonising chronologies for sophisticated and robust proxy data integration. In this respect, up-to-date age modelling techniques are presented as well as tools for linking records by age equivalence including tephrochronology, cosmogenic 10 Be and palaeomagnetic variations. Finally, to avoid inadequate documentation of chronologies and assure reliable correlation of proxy time series, this paper provides recommendations for minimum standards of uncertainty and age datum reporting.
Introduction
It is commonly accepted that the wealth of information about climate change and environmental responses recorded in various sedimentary deposits can only be adequately utilised when it is placed into a robust chronological framework. In recent decades the demands for precise and accurate chronologies has rapidly increased since it has been realised that climate changed not only on time scales of tens or hundreds of thousands of years, but that climate changes even occurred over less than a human lifetime. Therefore, in modern Quaternary science, information on the timing of past changes is needed, i.e. how much time passed during a shift from one climatic state to another or between different climatic shifts. This will further allow investigation of various mechanisms of climate change in relation to the time scales on which they occur.
Another emerging challenge for palaeoclimate research, and in particular for the INTIMATE community, is tracing potential leads and lags in regional climate response to global change and their possible driving mechanisms. Since such regional disparities in climate change are likely to be in the range of sub-to multi-decadal rather than millennial time scales, an extremely precise correlation of different records from different regions is essential for detection of such leads and lags. However, currently records are often still synchronised through wiggle-matching of proxy data based on the assumption that climatic changes always occur contemporaneously, although it has been demonstrated that climate change may be spatially and temporally time-transgressive (Lane et al., 2013) . Moreover, climate records derived from different proxies are often wiggle-matched neglecting different temporal responses by those proxies (e.g. pollen in terrestrial records and stable isotopes in Greenland ice cores) with some proxies responding to climate shifts more rapidly than others do. In practice, the concept of assuming general synchronicity of climate change and proxy response to climate changes prevents the tracing of potential leads and lags in regional climate and proxy response times. However, independent integration of palaeoclimate records from different regions is not a trivial task and requires major efforts in both reducing uncertainties in individual chronologies, and in developing robust synchronisation tools. In future, this will attract even more attention with increasing attempts to integrate climate archives over larger regions such as those shown in this issue for the Alps , Western Europe (Moreno et al., 2014) and Eastern Europe (Feurdean et al., 2014) .
The great diversity of sediment archives and related dating techniques, partly based on fundamentally different concepts (e.g. isotopic/radiometric versus layer counting), as well as the rapid technical progress, makes it increasingly difficult for nonspecialists to keep track of the various dating approaches and their inherent uncertainties when using them for correlation purposes. This paper aims to provide a brief guide to the most commonly used dating methods for palaeoclimate records within the INTIMATE time frame of 60e8 ka, outlining the fundamental methodological principles, the inherent sources of uncertainty, and discussing the reporting of ages. This guide is intended to provide basic information and references relevant for applying chronologies but does not replace comprehensive reviews for individual dating methods (e.g. Walker, 2005) .
Moreover, this paper provides an inventory of age reporting protocols applied by the different contributing dating communities with a particular focus on the reference year, or datum, used. Since this is a controversial issue and recommendations of defining a common datum for all dating methods (cf. Wolff, 2007) have not yet been commonly accepted, an overview on how each dating community deals with this problem is provided below.
Overview of dating methods
As mentioned above, we will not present a comprehensive list of all available dating methods, but focus on the most common geological dating methods applied for the INTIMATE time frame of 60e8 ka, which include traditional methods such as radiocarbon dating and layer counting (varves and ice), but also recently emerging and rapidly evolving methods such as luminescence and exposure age dating. The latter play an important role in complementing classical INTIMATE palaeoclimate archives like marine and lake sediments or ice cores with geomorphic features like, for example, moraines and dunes or sand sheets. We divide this paper into isotopic or radiometric dating on discrete samples, followed by incremental dating based on continuous layer counting and the latest age modelling approaches.
Radiocarbon based chronologies
Radiocarbon ( 14 C) dating, a method that was established by Willard Libby and co-workers (Libby et al., 1949; Arnold and Libby, 1951) , has been applied to dating natural archives for more than six decades. It has been employed in climate research from the early days of the method (Olsson, 2009 and references therein) . Chronologies of marine and terrestrial records of past climate were first established using counting of beta particles, i.e. the product of the decay of 14 C atoms. With the development of accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) in the 1970s sample size requirements were reduced dramatically allowing for higher resolution studies, which led to an expansion of the field (see summary by Povinec et al., 2009 ). The first attempts to reconstruct the chronology of the deglaciation (Lateglacial) in the North Atlantic region relied heavily on 14 C dating. Prior to the INTIMATE programme, the IGCP-253 North Atlantic Region program utilised 14 C dating to correlate the timing of climatic changes that took place during the Lateglacial in the North Atlantic region (Lowe et al., 1994) . Twenty years later, various improvements in the radiocarbon method have been realised. Among these is a reduction of sample size from 1 mg of carbon to only tens of micrograms of carbon (Ruff et al., 2010) , improved precision of AMS analyses (Synal et al., 2007; Synal and Wacker, 2010) , extension of the calibration curve and development of calibration software (Aitchison et al., 1989; Bronk Ramsey, 1995; Buck et al., 1999; Blaauw et al., 2003) .
The great value of 14 C dating is that the method can be applied to any carbon bearing material e meaning that the samples of direct interest may be analysed. Commonly dated substances include: cellulose-containing materials (wood, seeds, plant remains); charcoal and charred material; carbonates (including speleothems, foraminifera, shells); collagen-containing materials (bone, tooth, antler, and ivory); hair; and, bulk sediment. Given its broad applicability and the extensive development of the technique over the last six decades, 14 C remains the most commonly applied scientific dating method available for sample materials up to 50 thousand years old.
2.1.1.
14 C dating method
Of the three naturally occurring carbon isotopes,
14
C is the only one to be radioactive and has a half-life (t 1/2 ) of 5730 ± 40 yrs (Godwin, 1962) . Concentration of this cosmogenic isotope (produced in the atmosphere by cosmic rays) is very low (i.e., ). Oxidised to CO 2 , atoms of 14 C enter the global carbon cycle and become incorporated into carbon-bearing material that can later be used for dating (Libby et al., 1949 ). An accurate 14 C age requires that the carbon isolated from the sample is representative of the material at the time of deposition. Various methods of sample preparation and measurement have been developed over the years allowing for more accurate and precise chronologies of natural archives (for overview see Hajdas, 2008 and references therein).
2.1.2.
14 C age calculation, corrections, and reporting of results
Measured radiocarbon concentrations, determined either by counting methods (decay) or by AMS (counting 14 C atoms), result in conventional radiocarbon ages that have been calculated using the original Libby half-life (5568 years) (Table 1 ) (Stuiver and Polach, 1977; Mook and van der Plicht, 1999; Reimer et al., 2004) . It is important to note that all conventional 14 C ages include a fractionation correction (i.e., a d
13 C based correction for mass fractionation of 14 C atoms that occurs through natural bio-geochemical processes as well as during sample preparation and measurement). By convention, all data are corrected to À25‰, a representative d
13
C value for wood (Stuiver and Polach, 1977) . Radiocarbon ages are reported with ±1s uncertainty (reflecting counting statistics, correction for blanks and standards) in 14 C yrs BP (Before Present ¼ A.D. 1950 ). Laboratory sample IDs, which are given to the samples by the radiocarbon dating laboratory, enable the laboratory to be identified and should always be published alongside the 14 C measurements.
Calibration of radiocarbon ages
Natural variability in the concentration of atmospheric 14 C caused by changes in production rate and exchange between reservoirs of carbon (atmosphere-ocean), and an underestimated half-life (t 1/2 ¼ 5568 years) that has been used, by convention, to remain consistent with all data produced in the early days of the method, require calibration of radiocarbon ages. This is achieved using reconstruction of atmospheric 14 C concentration based on measurement of 14 C concentration in independently dated archives such as: tree-rings (dendrochronology), macrofossils (varve chronology), corals and speleothems (UeTh). The tree-ring based calibration curve, which is a product of many decades of work by various research groups, covers the last 13,900 cal years BP . The extension beyond the tree rings is an ongoing process and includes data sets in various stages of development. To maintain clarity and continuity, the radiocarbon community recommends that calibration of radiocarbon ages be done using the most up-to-date international consensus (IntCal) data sets, which are compiled by the IntCal Working Group and require approval by participants of the International Radiocarbon conference. The most recent data set, IntCal13 , is now included in all calibration software. A variety of calibration data sets and programs is available online ( Table 1 ). The output of calibration is an interval of possible calendar ages that correspond to the 14 C age calculated from the measured 14 C concentration. Often multiple intervals correspond to the measured concentration. Fig. 1 illustrates such a case along with the recommended interpretation of the calibrated ages. Bayesian models allow construction of generally more precise calendar chronologies (e.g., Buck et al., 1996 and Section 2.7). For example, ageedepth models for sediment sequences can be built that significantly improve the precision of calibrated ages (Hajdas and Michczynski, 2010) . Calibration of records from the southern Hemisphere requires use of the SHCal13 curve , and marine records require knowledge of the local marine reservoir age (see below, Table 2 ).
Reservoir ages
Radiocarbon ages are calculated with the assumption that the 14 C concentration corresponds to the atmospheric level at the time the carbon-bearing matter was formed. Therefore, building an accurate chronology requires careful selection of material along with an estimation of potential depletion in 14 C as compared to the contemporary atmosphere at the time of formation. The offset, the so-called reservoir age, depends on the archive. In many cases the reservoir offset can be calculated and utilised to correct the 14 C age (Reimer and Reimer, 2001 ) (see Table 2 ). The best known example is the marine reservoir age that affects marine samples (molluscs and foraminifera, for example). The marine reservoir effect can be corrected for by subtraction of the 14 C reservoir age for the region or by calibration using the MARINE data set and DR (i.e., the regional offset from the global reservoir age correction of 405 14 C years (Hughen et al., 2004) ). Similar to marine samples, 14 C ages of total organic carbon in lake sediments, or ages of speleothems, can be affected by reservoir ages and must be corrected prior to calibration by subtraction of the age offset estimated using the measured 14 C concentration of known age samples. However, one must keep in mind that variability of the reservoir ages cannot be excluded and this might result in inaccurate chronologies.
14 C dating and INTIMATE studies
For many natural archives INTIMATE-relevant chronologies of the last 50 kyrs can be successfully constructed using 14 C dating. The latest developments in measurement techniques as well as in calibration issues (IntCal13) and age depth model developments (Section 2.7) have significantly improved the accuracy and precision of 14 C based time scales. All 14 C relevant information on the C age "plateau" or "slow" 14 C clock. The time period between 12,600 and 12,100 cal BP corresponds to the decline in the atmospheric 14 C concentration (due to changes in the 14 C production rate change or changes in the carbon cycle). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Hua et al., 2013 latest developments (calibration issues, data sets, calibration programs and lab inter-comparison) can be found on the web page of the journal Radiocarbon (www.radiocarbon.org). As with all dating techniques, inter-comparison with other dating methods is necessary. Tables 1 and 2 provide basic information on 14 C dating of records.
2.2. 230 Th disequilibrium dating: principles and uses 230 Th disequilibrium dating is a well-established technique used in palaeoclimate research to obtain independent, accurate and precise chronologies on a wide range of materials including speleothems, corals, travertines, tufas, and less commonly molluscs, marine and lacustrine sediments and peat. The method is based on the radioactive decay series beginning with 238 U, encompassing 234 U and 230 Th, and ending with 206 Pb. Where secondary deposits are formed, isotopic fractionation caused by chemical, physical or nuclear processes creates a state of disequilibria ( Fig. 2-1 ). The date of the fractionation event can be determined from the subsequent ingrowth and decay of nuclides ( Fig. 2 -2) provided that: 1) U and Th remain in a closed system; 2) initial 230 Th is either negligible or can be corrected for; 3) there are measurable quantities of U and Th; and 4) the decay coefficients are known exactly. For the 238 Ue 234 Ue 230 Th decay series, secular equilibrium is approached after c. 600e700 ka, thus providing the upper limit of the dating method. For further details on 230 Th disequilibrium dating, refer to Bourdon et al. (2003) . Over the 60e8 ka focus-period of INTIMATE, the palaeoclimate archives most commonly dated using the 230 (Fig. 2-3 ) at high resolution, may be deposited over long continuous time scales, have low diagenetic potential (as opposed to e.g. corals), and have a wide (nearly global) distribution. In addition, independent 230 Th chronologies derived from speleothems provide robust and reliable calibration points for other dating techniques (e.g 14 C; Reimer et al., 2013) . Given the abundance and importance of speleothem research to the INTI-MATE period, we focus here on the associated sampling, chemical and analytical protocols for the speleothems. However, the chemical and analytical procedures are largely similar and adaptable to other 230 Th datable archives.
Sampling protocols
Several approaches may be taken to prevent unnecessary overcollection of speleothems (Frappier, 2008) including low-invasive drilling techniques (Sp€ otl and Mattey, 2012) . Prior to subsampling for 230 Th analysis, petrographic studies are useful in identifying important fabric changes and diagenetic effects. Subsampling for 230 Th dating depends on a combination of sample type, structure, isotopic concentration, analytical method and required spatial resolution. For stalagmites and flowstones, powders ( Fig. 2-3 ) or slabs are sampled from a specific growth layer using either a precision drill or wire saw respectively. Stalactites are commonly avoided because they have a complicated internal structure, are prone to diagenesis, and are unlikely to survive beyond the Holocene. For stalagmites, the "cleanest" material is often found along the central axis because the impacting water drip flushes particulates towards the flanks (Richards and Dorale, 2003) . For U-rich samples, or studies requiring a high spatial resolution, micro-milling or in-situ laser ablation (LA) may be employed (Hoffmann et al., 2009 ). Using modern multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometric (MC-ICPMS) techniques, permil levels of chronological precision are achievable with 20e200 mg of sample from speleothems 5e100 ka in age with ng g À1 to low mg g À1 concentrations of U (Shen et al., 2012) . For corals, sample sizes of 10e50 mg are sufficient. However, for speleothems with exceptionally high U concentrations, as little as 1 mg can produce precisions better than 1% (Hoffmann et al., 2009 ).
Chemical and analytical procedures
U and Th aliquots are separated and purified from the carbonate matrix in a clean laboratory prior to analysis in order to reduce the influence of matrix effects during measurement (Fig. 2-4) . Separation and purification procedures typically include either: 1) Fe coprecipitation followed by a 1-step anion-exchange column (e.g. Edwards et al., 1987; Shen et al., 2012) ; 2) a simple 1-step anionexchange column (e.g. Luo et al., 1997) , or rapid 1-step U/TEVA chromatographic resin column (Douville et al., 2010) ; or 3) a 2-step anion-exchange column (e.g. Hoffmann, 2008) . Technical improvements over the last few decades have seen a shift from thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (TIMS) (e.g. Edwards et al., 1987) to multicollector (MC)-ICPMS for 230 Th dating (e.g. Luo et al., 1997; Hellstrom, 2003; Goldstein and Stirling, 2003 ; chronicled by Cheng et al., 2013 and references therein) (Fig. 2-5 ). The primary advantages of MC-ICPMS in comparison to TIMS are: 1) smaller sample sizes for a given precision due to the highly efficient ionisation of most elements; 2) solution concentration controls the signal intensity, rather than the mass of loaded U and Th; 3) instrumental mass discrimination can be corrected for, and; 4) routine analysis times are reduced to minutes.
Age calculation, corrections and reporting of results
Calculation of 230 Th dates from the measured isotopic ratios is done by iterative solution (Hellstrom, 2003) of the 230 Th age equation (Kaufman and Broecker, 1965) , and yields a radio-isotopic date relative to the datum of measurement, by convention given ±2s uncertainty. The ability to reliably make comparisons with other geochronological data is thus dependent on knowing this datum. Historically, the reporting of 230 Th dates has not been standardised. Dates may have been reported as "Before Present (BP)" meaning A.D. 1950 or, alternatively and rather confusingly "before some other" datum (Wolff, 2007) , or "before A.D. 2000 (b2k)" as introduced by Rasmussen et al. (2006) for Greenland ice cores. The worst-case scenario is that no datum is defined, thus creating a present maximum but growing uncertainty up to 64 years (A.D. 1950e2013) in the accuracy of the age. Given the high levels of precision (1e2‰) now attainable for 230 Th dating under optimum conditions (Cheng et al., 2013) , this is significantly more than or equal to the 2s uncertainty achievable on dates up to 60 ka ago.
When reporting data it is important to provide enough information so that age estimates may be refined as necessary. Over the decades, several revisions of decay constants have occurred (Cheng et al., 2000 (Cheng et al., , 2013 and references therein) , each resulting in a shift up to several permil.
Whilst the most desirable samples for 230 Th) activity to be greater than 100e300 (Richards and Dorale, 2003) , otherwise the data must be corrected or rejected, though Hellstrom (2006) suggested that this value may be too low. Where significant detrital Th components exist it is important to state the initial ( 230 Th/ 232 Th) activity used in the correction and whether it is based on an a priori estimate, stratigraphical constraint (e.g. Hellstrom, 2006) or a direct determination using isochron methods (e.g. Richards and Dorale, 2003) so that an assessment of the reliability of the quoted accuracy and precision may be made.
Luminescence dating
The term 'luminescence dating' encompasses a range of chronologic methods that are typically applied to quartz and feldspar minerals. Each of the methods exploits a signal which builds up in mineral grains through exposure to naturally-occurring ionising radiation (principally from uranium, thorium, and potassium), using this signal to assess the time elapsed since the mineral grains were last exposed to sunlight or to heating. In the case of sediment archives, the event being dated is typically the last exposure of the sediments to sunlight, and hence the numerical age directly dates the deposition of the sediment. The time-range covered by the family of luminescence dating methods is very broad, typically extending from single years towards~200,000 years (e.g. see review by Rhodes, 2011) , comfortably spanning the INTIMATE time range. In certain circumstances, particularly where the environmental dose rate is low, the upper age range can extend beyond this to many hundreds of thousands of years (e.g. Huntley et al., 1993) . The two minerals primarily used for dating (quartz and feldspar) are very common, so it is rarely problematic to find sufficient material for dating. Due to recent improvements in accuracy and precision, luminescence dating techniques are becoming increasingly valuable geochronologic tools in the study of past environmental and climatic change. Traditionally, when luminescence methods were applied to sediments they were used to date aeolian deposits such as loess and dune sands, because these were thought to have the greatest potential for bleaching (i.e. re-setting) any preexisting luminescence signal prior to deposition. As the techniques have evolved over the years, sediments with potentially more complex, mixed bleaching histories have been increasingly examined, such as glacial and fluvial sediments, and more recently sediments from marine and lacustrine environments.
Sampling and laboratory procedures
Luminescence dating methods are typically applied to grains of quartz or feldspar, usually either fine-silt (4e11 mm diameter, 'finegrains') or a narrow (~30 mm) range of sand-sized grains between 63 and 300 mm diameter (e.g. 180e210 mm, 'coarse-grains').
Different luminescence measurement protocols have evolved over the last 35e45 years. Some exploit signals that are stimulated by heat (i.e. 'Thermoluminescence' or 'TL' signals), and some utilise a signal stimulated by light ('Optical' or 'Optically stimulated luminescence' or 'OSL' signals). Optical dating methods are more commonly used for dating sediments than TL methods because OSL signals are more easily bleached in nature by exposure to sunlight during sediment transport, thereby removing any pre-existing OSL signal more fully prior to deposition and burial than a TL signal. Measurements can be made using either 'multiple aliquot' or 'single aliquot' methods. In practical terms, many individual aliquots are used to determine an equivalent dose (D e ) regardless of which method is used, but using 'single aliquot' methods enables a D e value to be determined for each individual aliquot measured (rather than requiring data from several aliquots to determine one D e value), and hence a distribution of D e values can be assessed prior to calculation of a luminescence age (Equation (1), see below), thereby improving precision and potentially also the accuracy of ages when statistical models are applied to the D e values. The approach taken for dating will be influenced by several factors, including the anticipated age-range of the samples to be dated, the grain size and mineralogy of the sediments, and the depositional context. For these reasons, it is mutually beneficial for a close dialogue to be maintained between field experts and luminescence specialists from the earliest stages of planning a project and devising a sampling strategy, through the data analysis and interpretation phases, and continuing to publication. At times the pace of change within luminescence dating has been extremely rapid; for this reason, it can be difficult for the nonspecialist to compare and assess the various dating approaches taken in luminescence dating. Since introduction of the sensitivitycorrected 'Single Aliquot Regenerative dose' (SAR) OSL protocol (Murray and Wintle, 2000; Wintle and Murray, 2006) , the mineral of choice for dating the past~100e150 ky is quartz (c.f. Roberts, 2008) ; this method revolutionised luminescence dating in terms of both the accuracy and the precision of the ages generated. Prior to the introduction of the SAR OSL protocol for quartz, feldspars were the minerals most commonly used for dating. Feldspars offer potential advantages over quartz for luminescence dating, because they give a bright luminescence signal (and hence offer improved precision), and feldspars can extend back further in time than quartz before the signal saturates. However, a major source of uncertainty in feldspar dating has been the phenomenon of 'anomalous fading' (Wintle, 1973) , which some workers claim occurs in all feldspars (Huntley and Lamothe, 2001) . If undetected or uncorrected, anomalous fading of the optical signal from feldspars results in age underestimations. Recent work by Thomsen et al. (2008) identified a much more stable signal than the infra-red stimulated luminescence signal (IRSL) hitherto used for dating, potentially sparking a revolution in feldspar dating similar to that which has occurred for quartz since 2000. This 'post-IR IRSL' signal (Thomsen et al., 2008) demonstrates minimal to negligible rates of anomalous fading, and as such holds great promise for generating reliable ages (e.g. see review by Buylaert et al., 2012) and is therefore arguably the current signal of choice when dating with feldspars.
The upper limit of any given luminescence technique is not defined in years, but is instead a function of the maximum equivalent dose (D e , measured in grays [Gy] ) that the mineral grains can reliably record, and the rate of exposure to ionising radiation in the natural environment ('dose-rate', measured in Gy/ka) [Equation (1)]; e.g. for quartz, the upper dating limit of loess is typically much lower (e.g. 10 4 a) than that of a dune-sand (e.g. 10 5 a) due to differences in the dose-rate. Work by Chapot et al. (2012) is helping to constrain the reliable upper limit of luminescence dating (in Gy), by comparing the response of natural signals in the field with those generated in the laboratory.
Luminescence age ðkaÞ ¼ equivalent dose ð'D e '; in GyÞ= dose-rate ðGy=kaÞ
Details of how to design a luminescence sampling strategy and the practicalities of taking sediment samples in the field for dating are given by Duller (2008) .
Uncertainties associated with luminescence ages
Luminescence ages are usually reported using 1s uncertainties. The uncertainty quoted on any given age typically combines the random and systematic errors, without making a distinction between them; it is much less common to find random and systematic errors expressed separately within luminescence age tables and hence it is often not clear in any given case what the key sources of uncertainty are in any given luminescence age determination. Using single aliquot procedures involving multiple determinations of equivalent dose (D e ), uncertainties are typicallỹ 5e10%, but the size of the uncertainty can vary according to the depositional context of the sample. For example, ages determined for aeolian sediments may have smaller uncertainties than those for fluvial or glacial sediments, due to the smaller range of D e values for aeolian sediments caused by the enhanced opportunities for bleaching. Water content is another key contributor to the final uncertainty given for an age determination, affecting the dose-rate to the sample. Interaction between field experts and luminescence specialists is required to determine an appropriate value for the water content, reflecting the likely mean water content over the entire depositional history of the sediments being dated (plus uncertainties in that value).
In a review considering the precision and accuracy of quartz OSL, Murray and Olley (2002) suggest that the minimum realistic value for the total (i.e. random and systematic) uncertainties associated with OSL ages is~5%. Smaller uncertainties are occasionally reported, but using current measurement techniques these are not necessarily realistic and hence could conceivably pose problems when these OSL ages are combined with data from other dating methods. If uncertainties on individual luminescence age determinations are to be reduced further, then one approach would be to reduce the number of parameters measured, e.g. using isochron methods, or auto-regeneration (e.g. Wheeler, 1988 ). An alternative approach, as for any chronologic method where multiple determinations of age are available, is to incorporate knowledge of the stratigraphic relationships between samples within a Bayesian ageedepth model (e.g. Rhodes et al., 2003; Muhs et al., 2013) .
Reporting of a datum for luminescence ages
Luminescence dating methods provide a means of assessing the time that has elapsed since the occurrence of the event that is being dated, and the time of sample collection or dating measurements being made; as such, luminescence ages refer to 'years ago' or, simply 'a', as recommended by IUPAC-IUGS Task Group (2006) (cited by Rose, 2007) . Unlike radiocarbon dating (see chapter 2.1), there is no standardised method of reporting for luminescence ages, and no agreed datum. Instead, the way in which luminescence ages are reported has been dependent upon the context in which the ages are to be used, and each study conducted will typically use its own (often unspecified) datum. For example, in archaeological studies, luminescence ages are often converted into calendar dates or date ranges (expressed as AD/BC or CE/BCE), whereas in geomorphologic or Quaternary studies luminescence ages are usually presented as 'years ago' or 'a' because referring to a datum 2000 years ago holds no meaning, particularly when considering events which straddle the BC/AD boundary. Of course, the ages relate to the time of sample collection or measurement, and so the datum is always shifting. In the past, publications presenting luminescence ages tended not to formally state a datum; in such cases the datum that should be used is the date of publication of the paper as the nearest approximation to the likely datum. Only more recently have publications tended to report a datum for luminescence ages because of the increasing ability to generate modern-to-recent ages, where the years elapsed since a study was conducted becomes significant when considering the 'age' of the sediments dated. A recent article (Duller, 2011) considered the pros and cons of having an agreed datum for luminescence ages, including the problem inherent with any fixed datum, namely that at some point the ages generated will become negative. The diverse application of the technique makes the selection of one universally appropriate datum difficult. Recent discussions at the International Luminescence and Electron Spin Resonance meeting in Poland (2011) of the ideas presented in Duller (2011) , concluded that no single datum should be adopted by the luminescence community at large, but the delegates unanimously agreed that: 1) the choice of datum used in each study should be clearly stated in any table and paper presenting luminescence ages, and 2) the use of 'BP' should be reserved exclusively for radiocarbon ages and should not be used with luminescence ages.
Publication of luminescence ages
To demonstrate the quality of luminescence ages generated and enable assessment at the time of publication or in the future, additional information should be provided to support luminescence ages when they are first published, and a reference to the source of this supporting information should be given when ages are subsequently cited. It is not sufficient to simply publish an age with an uncertainty, without making reference to this supporting information. The additional information required includes details of the material and grain-size used for dating, the measurements made and the methods of analysis, the results of quality control checks, and also summary tables of the key parameters used to calculate an age including D e values, water content, and dose-rates for each sample (see e.g. Duller, 2008 for further details). To demonstrate that the signal is neither saturated, nor near the detection limit, ideally a representative doseeresponse curve and signal decay curve or glow curve would also be shown; a D e distribution plot is also important, particularly when working in complex depositional environments. It is recommended that any work presenting luminescence ages for the first time should be written in consultation with a luminescence expert, who will advise on the interpretation of ages and the appropriate level of information to include in the publication.
Cosmogenic nuclide dating
It was recognised early on that surface exposure dating with cosmogenic nuclides had the potential to provide an unrivalled tool for the study of past ice margins (Davis and Schaeffer, 1955) . Glaciers vary in volume and length in tune with changes in temperature and precipitation. Moraines build up on the margin of a glacier and after it has melted back, record its former extent. If one can directly date moraines one can construct a chronological structure for past glacier volume variations and therefore past climatic fluctuations. Before the advent of surface exposure dating, former ice margins were difficult to date because of the dearth of organic material for radiocarbon dating during the associated cold period. Surface exposure dating allows direct dating of the record left by the glacier itself: the moraine, the glaciofluvial outwash terrace, or the erratic boulder (Ivy-Ochs and Schaller, 2010). Finally and uniquely, with surface exposure dating glacially eroded bedrock surfaces can be dated. Determining the exposure age of the top surface of a boulder on a moraine allows estimation of how long that boulder has been exposed to cosmic rays and consequently when the moraine stabilised. The time point of moraine stabilisation closely reflects the moment when the glacier was no longer actively delivering material to the moraine. Depending on the position of the moraine studied and the moraine complex architecture, the period of occupation and the end of the advance can be determined (Gosse, 2005) .
Cosmogenic nuclides are produced in rocks and sediment exposed to cosmic rays at or near the surface of the Earth (Gosse and Phillips, 2001 Be atom is left in the lattice site. Because of the different half-lives (or stable in the case of the noble gases) and varied production mechanisms, nearly all rock types can be investigated with one of the available isotopes (Table 3) .
Sampling considerations and laboratory procedures
Cosmogenic nuclides are used to date rocks and sediment in two ways; i) surface exposure dating and depth-profile dating, which are based on the build-up of nuclides, and ii) burial dating which is based on the difference in decay (half-life) of two nuclides measured in the same sample (commonly 10 Be and 26 Al). The latter approach is useful for sediments that were deposited more than a few hundred thousand years ago and will not be discussed here further (see Dunai, 2010) . The fact that the rate of build-up in surface materials decreases rapidly and regularly with depth, makes depth-profile dating useful for dating sedimentary units that were deposited rapidly followed by top surface abandonment (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2013) . Both surface exposure dating, where the upper few cm of a rock surface are analysed, and depth-profile dating, where several samples down to a few metres depth are taken, allow dating of landforms ranging in age from a few hundred years (Akçar et al., 2012) up to hundreds of thousands of years in temperate climates. In regions where rates of landscape change are slow (Antarctica, Australia) ages up to many millions of years have been reported (Ivy-Ochs and Kober, 2008, and references therein).
For the dating of palaeo-ice-margins surface exposure dating, most commonly with 10 Be measured in the upper surface of boulders on moraines or erratic boulders, is applied. The largest (>1.5 m high), broadest, and flattest boulders located on the crest of the moraine are sampled. Large boulders have a greater probability of having remained stable and of not having been covered by sediment or snow during exposure. The sampled rock surface must have undergone single-stage (no pre-exposure), continuous (not covered) exposure in the same position (not shifted), and not have spalled. Several hundred grams of the upper few centimetres of the for exposure age calculation include, in addition to the 10 Be concentration, the latitude, longitude and elevation of the site, the thickness of the sample, and the factor for correcting for surrounding topographic shielding (Dunai and Stuart, 2009) . Exposure ages are calculated using the CRONUS-Earth online calculator (http://hess.ess.washington.edu/) set-up by Balco et al. (2008) .
With this calculation portal all workers (can) now all use the same method for calculating exposure ages. This has led to increased transparency and straight-forward comparison of data sets from different groups. With updates to production rates, data from earlier papers can be recalculated with the most recent values.
Uncertainties
Uncertainties from the AMS measurement can be as low as 3%; total systematic uncertainties of an exposure age are on the order of 7e10% (Gosse and Phillips, 2001) . Recent production rate determinations from independently dated sites across the globe indicate remarkable convergence around a sea level high latitude value of about 4 10 Be atoms per gram of quartz per year, with an uncertainty of 5% or less (Young et al., 2013; Heyman, 2014) . This leads to an overall reduction of uncertainties and in turn increases comparability between widely separated sites. Nevertheless, Southern Hemisphere sites and/or those at lower latitudes, where past magnetic field effects would have notable influence, may warrant use of a locally determined production rate (Putnam et al., 2010) . Several uncertainties must be recognised related to rock surface history and obtained age results. Although inheritance (a non-zero initial concentration of the determined cosmogenic nuclide in the rock surface, also termed pre-exposure) that would result in age overestimates is theoretically possible, very few cases have been identified in moraine boulders (Heyman et al., 2011) . In contrast, post-depositional processes that lead to 'erroneously young' exposure ages are more common (Porter & Swanson, 2008) . Ages younger than the true age of deposition result as boulders spall (whereby the uppermost few cm with the highest nuclide concentrations are lost), topple or are exhumed. Because of these effects not only must sampling be undertaken cautiously, but suites of obtained exposure ages must be scrutinised judiciously and in light of morphostratigraphic relationships and independent age information. It is unwise to simply take the mean of all determined boulder exposure ages in all cases (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2007) . When exposure ages from one landform cluster tightly then a mean age is determined. Arithmetic means are preferred rather than errorweighted means as the analytical uncertainty (dominated by AMS) is a poor measure of reliability of the date (boulder). In any case, all determined ages from a site are always reported in a publication.
Age reporting
Ages are reported in years, representing the period of time between boulder deposition and the year of sampling. As uncertainties are in the range of several percent or more, inaccuracies from omitting age datum reporting are negligible. The 'years' of surface exposure ages are roughly equivalent to calibrated radiocarbon years or calendar years.
In the time range of interest for INTIMATE 60e8 ka ago, surface exposure dating with cosmogenic nuclides can be widely applied, with large data sets being produced on the dating of Last Glacial Maximum, Lateglacial and Holocene ice margins (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2008) . As the aim of INTIMATE is to link ice core, marine and terrestrial records of past climate changes, including the palaeoclimatic information reflected by former ice-marginal positions is crucial.
Ice layer dating/stratigraphic ice core chronologies
Ice cores are most often dated by annual layer counting, ice flow modelling, stratigraphic linking, or by a combination thereof. Seasonal variations in isotopic composition and impurity content of the snowfall provide the basis for a distinct annual signal in the snowpack, which may be preserved in ice under favourable conditions. The capability of an ice core to provide (sub-)annual information depends on the accumulation rate, which ranges from a few centimetres of ice per year in high elevation areas of Antarctica to several metres at coastal sites of Greenland and in lower latitudes. In the upper part of an ice sheet, snow slowly compacts to incompressible ice. Due to the continuous accumulation of snow, annual layers become buried in the ice sheet over time and gravity causes the ice to flow toward ice margins (Fig. 3D ) which, in turn, results in thinning of annual layers with depth (Fig. 3AeC) . Therefore, even in cores from high-accumulation areas, annual layers may be identifiable only in the upper parts of the ice core. Only ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica have sufficiently high temporal resolution to allow for annual layer counting within the 60e8 ka INTIMATE time frame.
Glacier ice contains air bubbles representing past atmospheric composition. Air moves freely in the upper layers of an ice sheet (known as the firn), and the transformation of snow to glacial ice (known as firn densification or firnification) isolates this air and forms bubbles at a depth of 50e100 m (the 'lock-in' depth). Hence, the age of bubbles is younger than that of surrounding ice by an amount known as Dage. The magnitude of Dage is estimated by densification models constrained by data at abrupt warmings where abrupt changes can be identified in both gas and ice measurements. It varies from a few decades at high-accumulation sites to about 5 millennia on the East Antarctic Plateau during the LGM. Because of this, ice core time scales generally include parallel time scales for the ice and gas records.
Dating by annual layer counting
The ratios of stable oxygen and hydrogen isotopes in glacier ice (expressed as d 18 O and dD values) reflect seasonal variations in local temperature at the time of precipitation (Dansgaard, 1964) . In ice cores from high-accumulation sites, this annual signal may be traced thousands of years back in time. However, flow-induced layer thinning and diffusion of water molecules ultimately obliterates the seasonal d
18 O cycle (Johnsen et al., 2000) . Therefore, in deeper ice, chemical impurities and dust particles that are less prone to diffusion are employed for annual layer detection. Many of those ice core impurities display a distinct seasonal variation. For example, Greenland dust concentrations generally reach maximum during springtime, whereas the amount of sea-salt aerosols peaks during winter . In general, impurity records are more difficult to interpret than isotope records as they also contain non-annual signatures, such as input from volcanic eruptions, biomass burning, and other episodic sources. For this reason, the parallel analysis of several impurity records of different origin is recommended when establishing a robust chronology by so-called "multi-proxy dating". Even then, however, the records contain "uncertain annual layers", i.e. features that are difficult to interpret and may or may not represent an annual layer. As with other annually laminated records, uncertainties in the layer count accumulate along the core, and the absolute uncertainty in deeper ice can be considerable.
Nevertheless, recent periods of abrupt climate change can be dated with an outstanding precision, and periods of past abrupt climate change can be mapped out with a relative dating precision of only a few years .
Key chronologies
Over the last decades a number of different ice core chronologies have become available from Greenland and Antarctica. Traditionally, each new ice core has been accompanied by a new time scale and, while some time scales are not coherent (Southon, 2004) , many now involve the use of marker horizons that enable consistent chronologies to be established across several cores (Parrenin et al., 2012; Seierstad et al., 2014) .
The Greenland Ice Core Chronology 2005 (GICC05) is the most recent Greenland ice core chronology that is applied to the major Greenland ice cores (GRIP, GISP2, NGRIP, and NEEM) and forms the basis of the current INTIMATE event stratigraphy . It is entirely based on layer counting back to 60 ka Rasmussen et al., 2006; Svensson et al., 2008) , the uncertainty of which is discussed below. In the Last Glacial period the time scale has an estimated uncertainty of around 5% based on the Maximum Counting Error (MCE) approach (see below). Within the 60e8 ka time interval, GICC05 deviates significantly from several of the earlier Greenland ice core chronologies .
The Antarctic Ice Core Chronology 2012 (AICC2012) provides the most recent attempt at integrating ice core chronologies from several sites using all available dating information Veres et al., 2013) . AICC2012 is applied to several Antarctic ice cores (EDC, EDML, Vostok, and TALDICE) where it is mainly based on ice-flow modelling. Within the 60e8 ka time frame AICC2012 is constrained by and consistent with the Greenland GICC05 time scale. The Greenland and Antarctic ice cores are synchronised using global marker horizons such as bipolar volcanic markers , common variations in methane concentrations, and geomagnetic events. The recently retrieved ice core from the relatively high accumulation site on the West Antarctic Ice Sheet Divide (WAIS Divide) is dated by annual layer counting and provides an opportunity for the construction of multiproxy chronologies back into the glacial period (WAIS Divide Project Members, 2013).
Uncertainties
It is not currently clear how the gradually increasing uncertainty of layer counted ice core chronologies can be properly quantified and different ways to estimate the uncertainty have been reported. For example, counting differences between different investigators and the use of different data series have been applied to provide an age uncertainty. Rasmussen et al. (2006) discussed how to combine counting uncertainties under different assumptions and concluded that the dominating error sources are neither uncorrelated nor fully correlated. Based on this observation, the adoption of the Maximum Counting Error (MCE) concept was suggested, in which the uncertain annual layers are counted as ½ ± ½ year and summed up linearly as if they were correlated, while in return ignoring other and smaller sources of uncertainty.
The MCE is intended to represent all uncertainty contributions except possible bias in the annual layer identification process that, by the nature of the problem, cannot be estimated without the existence of independent data. Comparison to independently dated reference markers suggests, however, that the MCE is a highly conservative uncertainty estimate and that any possible bias is much smaller than the MCE . The MCE is not a Gaussian uncertainty measure and MCE values cannot, strictly speaking, be compared to Gaussian-style dating uncertainties of other records. However, in the absence of a more appropriate uncertainty estimate, when comparing with other records where the error is based on a Gaussian probability distribution, we recommend that the MCE is regarded as the equivalent of a 2s uncertainty . As such, the MCE is the standard uncertainty measure of the GICC05 time scale on which the recent INTIMATE event stratigraphy is based.
Reporting datum
Concerning the use of a datum, ice core ages have traditionally not been reported in a consistent way. The BP notation was for a period routinely used for reporting age estimates with "present" being A.D. 1950, but it has also in several instances been used with "present" referring to the upper layer in the ice core, i.e. "present" being the start year of the drilling of that particular ice core (Wolff, 2007) . To avoid further confusion, and to underline the conceptual difference from radiocarbon-based dating, the notation 'b2k' was introduced as shorthand for "calendar years before the year A.D. 2000" , being both short and unambiguous. The b2k notation is used when reporting ice core ages as part of the GICC05 dating framework, but has not gained much momentum outside of this context. In general, it is recommended that ice core ages are reported relative to a clearly specified datum, i.e. as "b2k" (years before A.D. 2000) or "years before 1950", whereas the use of BP (regardless of the choice of "present") is not encouraged for ice core ages.
Varve chronology
A varve chronology provided the first 'absolute dating' for the timing of a climatic change in the geological past. The Swedish geologist Gerard De Geer had recognised that the laminated sediments he studied in proglacial palaeolake deposits reflect the annual cycle of spring snow melt. He used the term 'varve' (shortened from the Swedish 'varvig lera' meaning layered clay) for these annual laminations and counted them by naked eye in a transect of palaeolake deposits. From these varve counts he developed a 12,000 year-long master chronology of the ice retreat in southern Sweden at the end of the last glaciation (De Geer, 1912) . This was the birth of varve chronology.
Today, varves are reported from a large variety of mainly lacustrine environments (Ojala et al., 2012) and rarely also from marine sediments. The formation of varves is driven by prevailing seasonal climates causing cyclic variations in sediment deposition. Depending on the climatic zone and local catchment geology, various varve types form, of which the most common are minerogenic, biogenic and evaporitic facies Zolitschka, 2003) . This large variety of facies is a specific characteristic of varves. However, in most lakes varves are not preserved due to bioturbation, wind-induced mixing and degassing of the sediments. Only in few lakes with particular morphometric and limnological characteristics are varves preserved, but the number of known varved lake sediments is increasing, especially after systematic prospecting for such sediments (Ojala et al., 2000) .
Since fine laminations are not necessarily of annual origin (e.g. Lambert and Hsü, 1979 ) the proof of true varves is a main prerequisite for establishing varve chronologies. Such a proof can be achieved by different approaches including observation of recent deposition in sediment traps or by taking sediment surface cores in consecutive years to depict the annual sediment increments. An annual origin of fine laminations can further be proven by detailed micro-stratigraphic varve models. Based on microscopic identification of typical seasonal components, such as specific diatom species or mineral precipitates, the annual cycle of sedimentation can be confirmed (Kelts and Hsü, 1978; Brauer et al., 1999a) . Microfacies analyses further allow the distinction between simple lightdark couplets (e.g. Lotter and Lemcke, 1999) and more complex systems with up to six seasonal sub-layers (e.g. Neugebauer et al., 2012) .
The vast majority of varve chronologies cover Holocene and Lateglacial time intervals because they have been established from lakes formed after the last glaciation. Only in a few cases independent varve chronologies reach back into the Last Glacial Maximum (e.g. Zolitschka et al., 2000) or even cover the full INTI-MATE time scale, such as the Suigetsu and Monticchio chronologies. In the case of the Suigetsu chronology, varve dating has even been used for calibrating the radiocarbon time scale . Moreover, there are a few examples of varve chronologies beyond the INTIMATE time scale covering either entire or parts of previous interglacials (Müller, 1974; Brauer et al., 2007; Mangili et al., 2007) .
Varve chronologies commonly cover time intervals from a few hundred years to several millennia depending on the stability of lake conditions favourable for varve preservation. An important aspect for varve chronologies is if seasonal layer formation continues up to the present time. Only in such cases are independent 'absolute' chronologies established, starting from the time of core retrieval. All other varve chronologies are considered as 'floating' and require anchoring to absolute chronologies by other dating methods, for example, by 137 Cs and 210 Pb dating, tephrochronology (Brauer et al., 1999a) , or linking high-resolution 14 C ages to the radiocarbon calibration curve (Staff et al., 2013) .
Methods
An obvious pre-requisite for reliable varve chronologies is highquality and undisturbed sediment cores obtained with highprecision coring devices . Varve counting is traditionally based on optical methods utilising the colour contrasts between seasonal layers to recognise individual varves. A broad spectrum of methodological approaches has been applied with different technical and time demands on core and sample preparation and analyses. A standardised protocol for varve analyses is not meaningful because of the broad variety of sediment and varve types, each requiring specifically adapted methods. In general, it can be stated that the more complex a varve facies is, and the lower the colour contrasts are, the greater the efforts for varve analyses and counting must be. Three main methods of varve counting are applied: (1) manual counting, either directly on cores or using various types of images, (2) manual counting on petrographic thin sections, (3) automated image analysis based counting either directly on cores or on thin section images. (1) The fastest way is manual varve counting of the cleaned surface of freshly split sediment cores either by naked eye or using low-magnification microscopy. (2) Higher operating expenses are required for varve counting on overlapping petrographic thin-sections of epoxyimpregnated sediment blocks using a combination of various high and low-magnification techniques and light conditions (crosspolarised, plain parallel, incident, dark/bright field). The main advantage of this method is the ability to precisely define varve boundaries based on micro-facies data. In particular, for complex varve facies with more than two sub-layers and low colour contrasts, thin section analysis is essential. Details of different techniques of epoxy impregnation of wet sediments are given by Lotter and Lemcke (1999) and Lamoureux (2001) . (3) More recently, automated image analysis techniques have been applied on digital core photographs, radiographs or thin section images at various resolutions in order to reduce the time for analyses and provide a more objective measure of counting (Francus et al., 2002) . As for manual varve counting, image analysis usually makes use of the colour differences between the seasonal sub-layers. Comparison of the different counting methods has demonstrated that counting of fresh cores and image analyses tend to underestimate the number of varves compared to thin section counts (Lotter and Lemcke, 1999; Hajdas and Michczynski, 2010) , because the varve boundaries are not as precisely identified as with a microscope. Recently, highresolution m-XRF scanning has been applied to use geochemical signatures of assumed seasonal nature for varve counting , but there are still too few case studies to reliably assess the potential of this technique for a wider use.
Uncertainties
Uncertainties in varve chronologies primarily depend on the clarity of varves, which itself is determined by: (i) the distinctiveness of seasonal sub-layer boundaries (micro-facies, colour); and (ii) sediment disturbance either due to postdepositional sedimentary processes (bioturbation, wind-induced mixing, sediment-degassing) or due to coring or preparation artifacts. Since varve clarity usually varies through sediment records, the uncertainties may also vary significantly between different intervals of a chronology (Brauer et al., 1999b) .
In addition, hardly detectable uncertainties exist, for example, hiatuses involving either single varves (Fig. 4) or tens to even hundreds of varves. With single core analyses such gaps often remain undetected. Locally (at one specific core location), missing single varves are not unusual because sub-millimetre scale laminations are not always equally deposited over the entire lake bottom. Larger hiatuses are less common and can be related to erosion events which may even occur in the deepest part of a lake basin. Therefore, varve chronologies established from single cores likely underestimate the true varve number. Overestimation of varve numbers is less common but may also occur for some varve types, such as clastic varves, by misinterpreting intercalated event layers as seasonal sub-layers. Even if detailed micro-facies analyses help to reduce the misinterpretation of event layers, this source of error cannot be fully excluded. Therefore, most varve chronologies have been cross-checked with other independent dating methods (Ojala et al., 2012) .
The uncertainties discussed above can be significantly reduced by multiple counting, preferably by different analysts and applying micro-stratigraphic techniques (Swierczynski et al., 2013) , especially for thin varves or those with complex sub-annual structures or low colour contrasts. For reducing errors due to missing varves, multiple core analyses based on detailed core comparison with well-defined micro and macro marker layers ( Fig. 4 ; Neugebauer et al., 2012 ) is essential. Obviously, this approach is costintensive and time-consuming and might not be applicable for each study. However, it should be applied for key palaeoclimate records.
Reporting varve chronologies
Accepted protocols for reporting the methodological approach and uncertainties currently are still lacking for varve chronologies. As for all incremental chronologies that are not fully automated, a well-defined analytical (machine) error cannot be given. Error ranges in varve chronologies are thus usually given as mean values from repeated counts or the difference between maximum and minimum counts (e.g. Swierczynski et al., 2013) . If a quality index for each counted varve is determined, variable uncertainties within a chronology can be pointed out (Brauer et al., 1999b) .
Currently no common agreement on age reporting has been achieved. The use of 'varve years' is recommended rather than 'calendar years' which can cause confusion with calibrated radiocarbon dates, especially when the misleading abbreviation 'cal years' is used. The most common datum notation is BP (Before Present ¼ 1950) , to enable correlation with chronologies from nonvarved lake records that usually are based on radiocarbon dating with BP 1950 as datum. Varve chronologies comprising only historical times scales or which are used in archaeological contexts are given in AD/BC notation. Fig. 4 . Example from the Lateglacial varve chronology from Lake Rehwiese, Germany (after Neugebauer et al., 2012) , demonstrating how even small hiatuses of 1e8 varves can be identified by detailed comparison of two parallel sediment cores based on well-defined micro-marker layers (labelled L9 e L6) using microscopic analyses on petrographic thin sections. In addition, the quality of interpolation of small disturbed intervals that can locally occur in single cores (see lower part of core on the left) can be tested if the same section is well-varved in a parallel core (to the right).
Ageedepth modelling
Ageedepth modelling is central to the aims of the INTIMATE initiative, since palaeoenvironmental data from ice-core, marine, or terrestrial records are generally provided as a time series of proxy records of past environmental change that require reliable placement on to an established time scale. Data may be from ice cores, (marine, lacustrine or terrestrial) sediment cores, palustrine cores, tree-ring sequences, coral sequences, speleothems etc., and in each of these cases, the reconstruction of past time is a function of depth.
Statistical approaches to chronological modelling have expanded dramatically over the last two decades, with the implementation of Bayesian data analysis facilitated by advances in computer processing power that enable the multiplicity of calculations required in such methods, which would not have been possible before. The development of such freely available Bayesian statistical computing packages as 'OxCal' (Bronk Ramsey, 1995 , 2009a , 'BCal' (Buck et al., 1999) , 'Datelab' (Jones and Nicholls, 2002) , 'BPeat' (Blaauw et al., 2003; Blaauw and Christen, 2005) and 'Bacon' (Blauuw and Christen, 2011) has greatly advanced the science. These programs implement such random sampling procedures as Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis, which generate accurate approximations of the required probability densities through numerical iterative means where analytical solutions are intractable.
On-going development of such statistical tools is improving both the accuracy and precision of chronological questions that can be answered. However, it is important to note that such modelling approaches cannot be used as a replacement for robust sampling procedures, with careful scrutiny and quality control of samples performed prior to any statistical analysis (Bronk Ramsey, 1998; Bayliss, 2009) .
Ageedepth modelling is an ideal application for Bayesian methodologies, since the raw determinations produced are (relatively) imprecise, are often numerically fewer than would be desirable (due both to paucity of suitable material for dating and sometimes costs), and may present complex statistical distributions (as is the case with calibrated 14 C dates). Yet these individual measurements can be combined with a mathematical model of the processes of sediment deposition, speleothem growth, etc. to produce (generally) more precise, more statistically robust chronological information through the palaeoenvironmental sequence.
Model output
It is of critical importance to be aware that the output of any data modelling (be it Bayesian, or otherwise) is contingent upon both the quality of the raw data entered into the model, as well as the construction of the model itself. A valid choice of model prior is crucial. Furthermore, the subsequent interpretation of "what the results of the Bayesian analysis actually mean" must be understood in light of this model construction (Bronk Ramsey, 2000) . A simple example of this (in relation to Bayesian analyses of 14 C data) is that the calibrated age of an individual radiocarbon determination might vary according to the choice of calibration data set applied. It is therefore essential to state which calibration data set has been used in determining all calibrated radiocarbon dates (Reimer et al., 2009) , and, similarly, the model coding applied to determine more complex model outcomes should also be stated explicitly (published alongside the conclusions drawn from the exercise; Millard, 2014) . Although, as noted above, the choice of model prior is fundamental to the interpretation of the modelling output (the 'posterior' probability distributions), there is "no one correct prior for a given situation" (Bronk Ramsey, 2000) , which might necessitate some subjective choices on the part of the modeller. In practice, the alteration of certain prior parameters may make little difference to the modelling outcomes. It is therefore useful to run multiple models, with differing prior information, to determine the sensitivity of the modelling outcomes to particular prior parameters (Bronk Ramsey, 2000) .
The output of Bayesian modelling is generally quoted as a range of values at a given probability (e.g. at 95.4%), obtained by numerical integration (highest probability density, HPD) of the probability density function (PDF) histograms. This range describes the values that include the 95.4% most likely results, based upon the model prior applied. This does not imply that any result falling outside of this stated range has a 95.4% probability of being false (in contrast to classical statistical methods). Usually, data are presented at the 68.2%, 95.4%, or 99.7% ranges, providing comparability with the one-, two-, or three standard deviation (s) ranges provided for Normally-distributed data. However, since the PDFs produced may well not be Normally-distributed, as is the case with calibrated 14 C data, such ranges should not be quoted as '1s', '2s' or '3s'.
Outlier analysis
Despite the precautions taken throughout sampling and laboratory processes, a proportion of chronological determinations might be inconsistent within a model (i.e. with respect to the other measurements, within the framework of the applied model prior). These may be the result of: inaccurate laboratory measurement (beyond the laboratory's quoted uncertainty, perhaps the result of an inability to fully remove environmental contamination from samples); environmental effects (e.g. 14 C 'reservoir effects'); residuality (samples bearing an 'inbuilt age'); or intrusivity (e.g. samples being moved up or down a sediment sequence). Although it might be readily obvious to the user which samples are outliers, the application of automated outlier analysis within the available statistical packages renders this process more objective (e.g., Bronk Ramsey, 2009b; Bronk Ramsey et al., 2010; Blauuw and Christen, 2011) . If at all possible, all data points should be included within an ageedepth model and the software used to identify such outliers, so as to reduce the risk of the user unintentionally biasing the model output produced.
It should be re-iterated, however, that statistical methods cannot identify the reasons why samples might be outlying. Outlier analysis is no replacement for a sound sampling strategy, and cannot account for data sets with a high proportion of erroneous data.
Integrating records
As mentioned before, it is of utmost importance to compare the proxy signals between different records from different sites on a robust chronological basis. Besides improvements in precision and accuracy of individual chronologies, additional techniques for synchronising individual archives by age equivalence are essential. One example which, however, is limited to the correlation of ice cores is the use of gases like methane in air bubbles in the ice (Blunier and Brook, 2001) . Of wider application is tephrochronology, which enables linkages to be established between terrestrial, marine and ice-core records. Recent advances in linking records using tephra, cosmogenic isotopes and palaeomagnetic data are described in the following sections.
Tephrochronology
Tephrochronology has become a key tool for the INTIMATE community over the last decade. The technique relies on the isolation and identification of volcanic ash layers in various stratigraphic contexts, including ice cores, marine and lacustrine archives and in some cases loess profiles (e.g. Davies et al., 2002; Wulf et al., 2004; Mortensen et al., 2005; Wastegård et al., 2006; Blockley et al., 2007; Bourne et al., 2010; Lane et al., 2011) . Tephra layers are preserved in sediment sequences either as visible ash horizons or as microscopic layers not visible to the naked eye (cryptotephra). The identification and extraction of cryptotephra from sediment archives has now become a well-established approach and has significantly extended both the number of tephra layers available as chronostratigraphic markers and the range at which distal ash layers can be detected from their volcanic source. For example many important records contain a number of ash layers that are only located as cryptotephra deposits (e.g., Lane et al., 2013; Wulf et al., 2013) . Tephrochronology is particularly useful for the INTI-MATE community as many tephras can provide precise ages through direct and indirect dating (below) of ash horizons. In addition, where discrete tephra can be located in multiple archives they can act as a precise correlation tool and can help significantly in understanding leads and lags reflected in climatic and environmental proxies between sequences. Understanding these leads and lags is a core goal of INTIMATE and thus tephrochronology has become a key tool. Particular advances have been made by the INTIMATE community in the use of cryptotephra deposits to directly correlate between ice, marine and terrestrial deposits (e.g. Davies et al., 2010; Lane et al., 2013) , and tephra layers are now a key element in the INTIMATE event stratigraphy . However the use of tephra as a dating and correlation tool is not without difficulties, which has implications for both the interpretation and reporting of tephra horizons. There are a number of detailed reviews and protocol papers that relate to tephrochronology, and which form a useful guide to some of the issues associated with the technique (e.g. Lowe, 2011) .
Dating tephra layers
For the INTIMATE initiative, volcanic centres in Iceland, Germany, France, Italy and the Eastern Mediterranean are the key sources of distal tephra. These ashes are suitable for dating by a range of techniques. For potassium-rich magmas, such as the Italian volcanic centres, proximal units contain K-rich feldspars (sanidines) and these have proved very useful for direct dating by 40 Tuff tephra is significantly older than the age of this ash derived from a number of radiocarbon ages for organic material associated with the eruption deposits (Blockley et al., 2008) . A further issue for the technique is that for young tephra with ages below~100 ka only K-rich melts contain minerals suitable for precise 40 Ar/
39
Ar dating, precluding many of the key tephra used within the INTIMATE time frame from magmas with lower K contents. This includes key tephra from Iceland, which is a significant tephra source for the INTIMATE initiative.
Because of these and other problems, most tephras, especially those within the INTIMATE time frame, tend to be dated by association rather than directly.
For example, the widespread Vedde Ash is precisely dated in the Greenland ice core records and the important Laacher See tephra is equally well dated in the Meerfelder Maar varve record (Brauer et al., 1999a) . In many cases, however, tephra in the INTIMATE time frame are dated by radiocarbon ages of associated organic material. This is either charcoal found in proximal deposits (Blockley et al., 2008) or radiocarbon dates within lacustrine or marine records where tephra are located. This means that many tephra ages are subject to the same issues of age modelling and age uncertainties associated with other radiocarbon-dated units. One mitigating factor, however, is the potential for the integration of multiple chronological records using Bayesian techniques. This allows the prior information, that a tephra unit co-located in several records should have an equivalent age, to be built into the Bayesian model (Buck et al., 2003) . The deriving of ages for tephra does, however, mean that different age reporting protocols can cause confusion for tephra ages. For example the age usually reported for the Vedde Ash (12,171 b2k, MCE 114 yrs; Rasmussen et al., 2006 ) is reported in ice core years before A.D. 2000 but it is often incorporated into radiocarbon dated records that use the A.D. 1950 datum. Thus 50 years has to be deducted from the age of the Vedde prior to incorporating it into a radiocarbon-based age model. We recommend that when reporting the age of a tephra it is clear which system is being used to report and integrate the ages of tephra within a site chronology. This is particularly the case for newly reported tephra.
Correlating tephra records
A robust correlation between tephra records requires good stratigraphical control of the tephra deposit, a reasonable understanding of the age of the sequence, and secure chemical correlation of the tephra deposits between known eruptions. All of these criteria must be met before a correlation can be made. The stratigraphical issue is particularly significant in the case of distal cryptotephra, where there may be only a hundred or fewer shards of volcanic glass within a peak of a tephra layer. In some cases cryptotephra are deposited within a discrete unit of one or two centimetres and there is little evidence from the host sediment of reworking. This is usually the case with tephra in ice core records and in some lacustrine archives. However, in many cases (i.e. in marine sediments and peat sequences), shards of a particular ash may occur over many centimetres of the core and care must be taken when reporting the position of the tephra and when considering re-working. While the final decision on where to position a tephra isochron is site dependent, we would recommend as a minimum that shard counts for the whole profile are reported in a primary publication. In some cases it is also useful to consider detailed stratigraphic information such as thin section analyses of host sediment (Lane et al., 2013; Wulf et al., 2013) .
The second key consideration is the age of the deposits that host the tephra horizons. While in some cases tephra shards have a unique chemical fingerprint (below) it is often the case that the reported tephra chemistry is very similar to other eruptions that are older or younger in age. Indeed Lane et al. (2012) report identical chemistry for the Vedde and Dimna ashes across major, minor and trace elements. Both are thought to be products of the Icelandic Katla Volcano and are separated by several thousand years. Nevertheless they are chemically indistinguishable. In this case discrimination is usually straightforward and the Vedde Ash is located in the mid Younger Dryas chronozone and in most records it is possible to distinguish this stratigraphic unit. A more problematic situation can arise, however, where there are multiple tephra layers with very similar chemical compositions that have been deposited over a short time interval. Here, great care must be taken to ensure precise correlation to other distal tephra and, where available, to proximal units. Key examples of the problem include work to correlate multiple tephra horizons in the long Lago di Monticchio record to proximal volcanic units in Italy and also to marine records in the Adriatic Sea (Wulf et al., 2004 (Wulf et al., , 2008 Bourne et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2011) .
The final key component to tephra correlation is the geochemical match between tephra products and, in some cases, the mineralogy of the tephra deposit. In the latter case, this is usually only useful for proximal ash deposits and for visible ash located relatively close to the volcanic source. As the goal of INTIMATE is the widespread correlation of records to test leads and lags it is critical that the far travelled component of tephra fallout is analysed in detail. In practice this usually means the vitreous component in the size fraction between 15 and 80 mm and occasionally up to 125 mm. These glasses can travel many thousands of kilometres from the source volcano and represent the most powerful, yet challenging, component of tephra fallout for correlation purposes. Vitreous tephra are normally analysed for a suite of major and minor elements by Electron Probe Micro Analyses (EPMA), and recently it has become common to add trace element profiles using LA-ICP-MS and Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS). The small size of these glass shards makes them often difficult to analyse. An additional problem is that in aqueous environments glasses can be prone to some degree of chemical alteration and secondary uptake of water (see e.g. Hunt and Hill, 2001; Tomlinson et al., 2010) . Some researchers have argued that in ideal circumstances tephra correlations should be based on analyses on the same instrument to minimise analytical differences. While this view has significant merits it may limit the ability of the tephra community to undertake rapid correlation of tephra layers. It is more efficient to be able to determine tephra chemistry and correlate to data in the literature or appropriate databases. Moreover the chemical composition of major and now trace elements for many key tephra are well understood. We suggest, however, that there are a number of minimum requirements for the publication of tephra chemical data. These should always include instrument operating conditions and the use and the publication of analytical secondary standard data. These are samples of natural often fused glasses that have reported chemical ranges. A number of suitable standard glasses are available including standards available from USGS and MPI-DING.
Reporting issues
Due to the issues outlined above, it is critical that tephra are reported in the literature in an unambiguous manner. With many tephra layers having similar chemical compositions, correlations should be made carefully and new tephra layers only reported after substantial consideration of possible correlative tephra in the literature. As well as the stratigraphic, chronological and chemical considerations outlined above, we would also recommend that tephra are reported in a systematic manner. Ideally each tephra should be given a unique identifier, preferably an abbreviated site code and the depth of the reported isochron, which should also be reported as a range if the isochron is not clearly defined to one centimetre or less. In the primary paper that discusses the tephra at a site any proposed correlation should also be rigorously demonstrated making the case for chemical and chronological equivalence.
Cosmogenic 10
Be as a global time marker
Cosmogenic nuclides are constantly produced in the Earth's atmosphere through interactions of galactic cosmic rays with target nuclides present in air (mainly N 2 , O 2 , and the noble gases) (Lal and Peters, 1967) . The flux of these highly energetic and charged galactic particles (mainly protons and alpha particles) is modulated by magnetic fields; the solar-induced interplanetary magnetic field and the Earth's magnetic field shield the incoming particles thereby inversely modulating the production of cosmogenic nuclides (Elsaesser et al., 1956) . It is generally assumed that on long time scales (millennial and longer) this modulation is mainly caused by variations of the geomagnetic field. Because of the non-linear relationship between production and magnetic field (O' Brien, 1979) , atmospheric cosmogenic nuclides are particularly sensitive to minima in the Earth's magnetic field strength. If, for example, the strength of the Earth's dipole field decreases to almost zero, the production of 10 Be more than doubles. On the other hand, a doubling of the recent dipole field strength would cause global 10 Be production to drop by only about 25% (Masarik and Beer, 1999) . The general principle of using cosmogenic nuclides as global time markers is relatively simple: geomagnetic events (see chapter 3.3) cause significant, globally and temporally synchronous increases in the production of atmospheric cosmogenic nuclides. The nuclides are deposited on the ocean, land and ice and eventually the production peaks are stored in sedimentary archives like ocean and lake sediments or ice cores. Thus, they may serve as global time markers to synchronise the age models of the individual records. The nuclide 10 Be is of particular interest in this context because the global production rate is relatively high (about 100 g 10 Be are produced every year) and because the atmospheric residence time of this aerosol-bound nuclide is low (about 1e2 yr). Although, in practice, the quality of the recorded cosmogenic signals might be influenced by atmospheric circulation, oceanic transport, or any other climate or weather-induced transport process, there are techniques available to extract the production signal from the different archives (Christl et al., 2010; Steinhilber et al., 2012) . The imprint, for example, of the most prominent geomagnetic excursion occurring in the INTIMATE time frame, the Laschamp excursion, is seen in many different archives and proxies (Fig. 5 , for details see Section 3.3). These results show that peaks of cosmogenic 10 Be can be used to link different sediment archives, including ice cores and marine records. Also, in continental archives such as the Lake Lisan formation, the late Pleistocene precursor of the Dead Sea, a 10 Be peak was found at about 40 ka (Belmaker et al., 2008) indicating that lacustrine climate records can also be linked via 10 Be to their oceanic or glacial counterparts. Due to the long half-life of 10 Be (1.39 Ma) this technique is generally applicable for the past several millions of years.
Palaeomagnetic variations as isochrones
The Earth's magnetic field can be approximated by a geocentric axial dipole field with an axial dipole moment of 7.628 Â 10 22 Am 2 in 2010 (according to Finlay et al., 2010) . Non-axial (non-dipole) components of the geomagnetic field are in the range of~10% of the axial dipole field. The temporal variations of both the dipole and non-dipole terms are called secular variations, e.g. causing a permanent migration of the magnetic poles around the geographic poles at high latitudes. Major reversals of the Earth's magnetic (dipole) field are summarised in the Geomagnetic Polarity Time Scale (GPTS, e.g., Ogg and Smith, 2004) . In stratigraphic sequences they act as isochronous tie points. Thus, magnetostratigraphy is a common method for dating long sedimentary records. The present day dipole field configuration is termed 'normal', whereas the opposite configuration, with field lines pointing from North to South, is termed 'reversed'. Commonly, phases of normal (reversed) polarity are marked as black (white) bars in magnetostratigraphic plots. This might suggest that the field is stable between its polarity reversals. The last major reversal occurred 780 ka ago, defining the onset of the Brunhes chron of normal polarity. Under certain conditions, sediments are able to record not only directional but also relative intensity changes of the geomagnetic field (e.g. Tauxe, 1993; Roberts and Winklhofer, 2004) . The intensity of the natural remanent magnetisation (NRM) of a sedimentary magnetisation is then proportional to the concentration of magnetic particles and to the ambient field during their deposition. The latter relationship is linear for field strengths in the range of the geomagnetic field (up tõ 70 mT). In order to isolate this field-dependent part of the NRM, its intensity has to be normalised by a parameter proportional to the concentration of magnetic particles (e.g., the anhysteretic remanent magnetisation, ARM). During the last two decades an increasing number of relative palaeointensity records have been used to create global composite records (e.g. Sint-200, Guyodo and Valet, 1996; PISO-1500 , Channell et al., 2009 . These stacks are mostly of intermediate temporal resolution (1 ky). A higher temporal resolution is provided by GLOPIS-75 (0.2 ky resolution; Laj et al., 2004) . By comparison with absolute determinations from the thermomagnetic remanent magnetisation (TRM) of volcanic rocks, relative geomagnetic field variations obtained from sediments can be calibrated into variations of the virtual axial dipole moment (VADM). Thus, high-resolution sedimentary studies of geomagnetic field variations could show that the apparently 'stable' magnetic field, e.g. throughout the Brunhes chron, often underwent stability crises that can be detected in sediment records, thus allowing magnetostratigraphic methods to be applied also to sediment records within the INTIMATE time scale. Such stability crises were characterised by more or less pronounced lows in geomagnetic field intensity with VADMs as low as Fig. 5 . High-resolution palaeomagnetic data from the Black Sea compared to records of cosmogenic radionuclides (Nowaczyk et al., 2012 (Nowaczyk et al., , 2013 . Directional data in a) are shown as latitudes of virtual geomagnetic poles (VGP) and intensities b) as virtual axial dipole moments (VADM). The 10 Be flux in Greenland ice cores (Muscheler et al., 2005 (Muscheler et al., , pers. comm. 2013 ) are shown together with d) the D 14 C record from Lake Suigetsu ) and e) the older IntCal09 record (Reimer et al., 2009) . In a) black (white) indicates normal (reversed) dipole polarity, whereas grey indicates phases of non-dipolar field geometry with associated geomagnetic excursions being marked by vertical yellow bars. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 2.5 Â 10 22 Am 2 . Some of these lows coincide with a distorted dipole geometry. Some of them have even been associated with a shortterm, completely reversed dipole configuration, with minimum VADM values as low as 0.50 Â 10 22 Am 2 , clearly less than 10% of the modern field (Nowaczyk et al., 2013) . Such events are commonly termed 'geomagnetic excursions' (e.g., Laj and Channell, 2007) , since the associated virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) moves away from its usual migration area at high latitudes towards low latitudes, or in the case of a short-term reversal, to high latitudes of the opposite hemisphere, and then back again. The duration of these events, in terms of pronounced directional variations, is on the order of only a few hundred years (Nowaczyk et al., 2012 ) to a few thousand years (e.g. Laj et al., 2000; Knudsen et al., 2007; Bourne et al., 2012) . The associated long-term palaeointensity lows (VADMs < 5 Â 10 22 Am 2 ) last, in general, 5e10 ky. On the other hand, there were also phases when the geomagnetic field was stronger than today by about 50%, that is, with VADMs reaching 12 Â 10 22 Am 2 , e.g. at~50 ka (Fig. 5) . The VADM maximum around 50 ka was preceded by a broad and deep low centred at 64.5 ka and is associated with the Norwegian-Greenland Sea excursion (Bleil and Gard, 1989) . At high northern latitudes it is documented by a double swing to completely reversed directions (e.g., Nowaczyk and Frederichs, 1999) . In sediments from the Black Sea, a mid-latitude site, anomalous directions only occur sporadically. The most pronounced geomagnetic feature during the past 100 ky is the Laschamp excursion at around 41 ka (Bonhommet and Babkine, 1967; Guillou et al., 2004; Plenier et al., 2007) . It is characterised by a short-term full reversal of the geomagnetic field (Nowaczyk et al., 2012 and further references therein) and the lowest field intensities of the past 100 ky (Nowaczyk et al., 2013) . Another palaeointensity low within the INTIMATE time frame at around 34.5 ka is linked with the Mono Lake excursion (Denham and Cox, 1971; Liddicoat and Coe, 1979; Laj and Channell, 2007; Kissel et al., 2011) . This excursion is more an extreme secular variation feature rather than a short reversal. Another excursion, named Hilina Pali, is reported at around 20 ka and documented in lavas on Hawaii (e.g., Coe et al., 1978; Laj et al., 2002 Laj et al., , 2011 Teanby et al., 2002) and probably in sediments of the high Arctic (Nowaczyk et al., 2003) . It might be also related to one out of two inclination (VGP latitude) lows in Black Sea sediments (Fig. 5) . A direct consequence of a weak magnetic field is an increased production of cosmogenic radionuclides (Fig. 5 , see also chapter 3.2). The high-resolution palaeointensity record from the Black Sea (Nowaczyk et al., 2013) comprises many features that are also present in the 10 Be-flux in Greenland ice cores (Muscheler et al., 2005) and in the D 14 C record from Lake Suigetsu .
Concluding remarks and recommendation
This review documents the great diversity of key dating techniques available for geological records of past climatic and environmental change covering the INTIMATE time frame 60e8 ka ago. Some of these methods, such as radiocarbon dating, have been applied for decades and across a wide range of archives, while others, such as cosmogenic nuclide dating, have only recently come into focus. Some methods are based on the decay of radiogenic isotopes measured on discrete samples using highly sophisticated and expensive instruments, while others count seasonal increments along core sequences with relatively easily accessible microscopes or even just by naked eye. All these methods have been improved and developed independently and with very specific foci on the materials to be dated. As a result of these diverse frameworks the respective dating communities have developed somewhat different traditions for reporting results and dealing with uncertainties. This often makes it difficult to compare the resulting chronologies on a solid and objective basis. However, since the demands of palaeoclimatic research are rapidly growing in terms of improved resolution and particularly in terms of precise integration of records from different regions, the dating communities are increasingly confronted with the need to harmonise their data outputs. The authors of this paper, belonging to nine different dating communities, regard harmonisation of chronologies for an improved integration of various proxy time series as a major challenge for the coming years. Nevertheless, we are also aware that the process of data harmonisation requires time and that those different communities may not yet be able to agree on common reporting standards. At this stage we, therefore, decline from recommending a standardised protocol for all dating techniques. However, we find it timely to recommend some basic requirements when reporting chronological data in publications in order to ensure reliable correlation of palaeoclimate records and to allow future re-evaluation of the data. The key recommendations from this paper are that:
Proxy data should always be shown on both time and depth scales; Details of which age model has been applied (e.g. details on 14 C calibration procedure, name of ice core time scale, etc.) must be reported;
The datum (reference year) must be specified, and if BP is used, it should be according to radiocarbon convention (present ¼ A.D. 1950); Age uncertainties and counting error estimates should be reported together with all age estimates. It should be clearly stated which uncertainty contributions are included in the presented uncertainty measures and whether the reported uncertainties are Gaussian-style uncertainties or not, and if so, if 1s or 2s are given.
Last but not least, it is strongly recommended that chronologists should be included from the beginning (design) of a palaeoclimate project in order to choose the best dating methods, discuss an appropriate (sub)sampling strategy, and to synthesise, evaluate and if necessary recalculate published data.
